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There is no greater reward than seeing ones 
work published in magazines. Sharing vision, 

design and quality construction with an 
appreciative and interested audience is 

extremely fulfilling. It allows us to bring our story 
to life in text and images through the eyes and 

ears of gifted writers and photographers. 
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SUSTAINABLE
BUILDING:
NOT ALWAYS 
WHAT IT SEEMS

F O U N D I N G  P A R T N E R  P R U L L  C U S T O M  B U I L D E R S

The History of Sustainability

The Solar Home Book by Bruce Anderson came out in 1976. 

This caught my attention. It was amazing, full of home-built 

solar panels and homemade boxes of rocks with aluminum 

panels to capture solar heat. It contained the Van Dresser 

house, which was the first solar house in Santa Fe (in 1957)! 

By the 1980s, people were using passive solar technology, 

thermal storage wall design, fixed pieces of glass, south-facing 

concrete walls –– this is how I began building in Eldorado. We 

installed early versions of a solar hot water heater: an insulated 

metal box, with a black water tank inside and a glass cover. It 

circulated and provided 85-90% of the solar hot water for an 

Eldorado home. We put it on every house we built. 

By the 1990s, we had the healthy house movement. This was 

due to the low energy homes that could be heated with the 

light bulb and the refrigerator. It worked, except they had terri-

ble condensation and mold problems, and carpets and particle 

boards and paints putting out formaldehyde. Hence, the sick 

home syndrome.

People think energy efficiency is a new thing, but we’ve been 

talking about solar sustainability since the 1950s.  New Mexico 

has been in the forefront of sustainable technology since the 

beginning.

Is it Really Green?

Just because something looks “green” doesn’t mean it really 

is. A great example is the compact fluorescent bulb. Everyone 

thought, We’re going to cut energy consumption by 75%! Well, 

it turns out they’re toxic to create, even more toxic to dispose 

of, and there’s probably no more hideous form of light. So was 

that green? Was it sustainable? At the end of the day, it was a 

lost technology.

Will’s collection of early sustainable  

building books, including New  

Mexican author William Lumpkis. 
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Q:  What best defines who you are as a builder? 

A:  One main factor that differentiates us from other builders is the diversity and complexity of our projects. We 

have been recognized by the City of Santa Fe for our historic restoration work, and we have received numerous 

awards both from the Santa Fe Chapter of the American Institute of Architects and the Santa Fe Area Home 

Builders. We have built homes with  a wide variety of building materials including frame/stucco, adobe, straw bale, 

pumice-create, ICF block, stone, steel, and rammed earth. Additionally we have built a large number of traditional 

Pueblo Revival, Territorial and pitched roof Northern New Mexico style homes. However we are best known for 

our Santa Fe Modern, Transitional, and Contemporary work. Many of these styles of homes utilize technically 

challenging foundations, structural steel and poured concrete work. These homes require a high level of project 

management with considerable planning, coordination and precision, so that the various intersecting materials 

come together in a clean and harmonious manner.

Q: What do you most enjoy about the building process? 
 

A:  Building is a creative and collaborative endeavor. The process of working with an architect and an owner in the 

creation of their vision is hugely rewarding in itself, both in planning and in construction. Although, the greatest 

enjoyment is when our clients have moved into the houses we have built, filled with their art and cherished 

possessions, transitioning the newly completed space into a warm and inviting home. There is immense pleasure 

for all of us when we are eventually standing on the expansive portals, sharing a bottle of wine, and watching the 

sunset over our beautiful New Mexico landscape.

Q: What trends are you currently seeing with your clients?  

A:  Stylistically the predominance of homes are trending more toward a contemporary expression of the traditional 

Pueblo Revival style. The features of these homes include a more open concept layout as opposed to smaller 

individual rooms; Larger amounts of glass windows and sliding doors to take advantage of the views and expansive 

outdoor living spaces. Kitchens and breakfast rooms, as well as spacious master bedroom and bathroom suites are 

still very important to our clients. There is often a separate media room and office/den. Our average home size is 

3,500 to 4,500 heated square foot area, however we have a few at 3,000 and some between 7,000 and 8,000 square 

feet. Usually a finished three car garage, with additional storage closets and electronic vehicle charging outlet,  in 

addition to large portals are part of the program. Floor radiant heating/cooling is gaining in popularity versus 

traditional forced air cooling. 

Prull Custom Builders - Questions & Answers
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